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Past findings and beyond? 



The Whole World is Watching: Media and The Making and 
Unmaking of the New Left

The important point is that the movement paid a 
high price for the publicity it claimed and 
needed. It entered into an unequal contest with 
the media: although it affected coverage, the 
movement was always the petitioner; the 
movement was more vulnerable, the media 
more determining. 

(Gitlin 2004: 128)























Space, time and genre



Developments and debates

� Political mediated control and transnational 
communications

� From the local to the global: scaling up and 
down

� Delegitimizing framing and political 
dramaturgy

� Public sphere or public screens
� Old media, new media (the politics of 

representation and politics of connectivity)
� Media systems and communication 

networks (for media ecology)



Political mediated control and transnational 
communications



From the local to the global: scaling up and down 

1. Local actions resonating with transnational   
charge

2. Seeking international legitimation and support

3. Transnational issues mobilized in and through 
the local/national – ‘rooted cosmopolitans’

4. Global/transnational – ‘unrooted cosmopolitans’



Piracy Up-Linked: Sea-Shepherd and the 
Spectacle of Protest on the High Seas

David Crouch and Katarina Damjanov

… almost instantaneously images are spread across 
the globe via satellite up-links, webcams, and 
around-the-clock internet blogging. Sea Shepherd 
takes their environmental protest in this remote and 
unforgiving location, impossibly beyond everyday 
reach, and broadcasts it back to the world, 
disseminating it through the Internet and 
blogosphere; they constantly send out fresh 
broadcast-quality images and a barrage of news 
releases, twitters, and updates of events ... by 
staging their anti-whaling protest as spectacular 
“pirate” attacks, they also exploit elements of 
popular culture, tapping into the social imagination of 
a potentially transnational public sphere. 



Delegitimizing framing and political 
dramaturgy



Delegitimizing framing and political dramaturgy



Public sphere or public screens

The Habermasian public sphere, which is based on the dialogic 
articulation of ideas and interests, establishes the ground for the 
formation of public opinion. Shared ideas form as interacting 
private individuals search for recognition … I suggest that 
cyberspace provides its participants with more or less fair 
conditions for this kind of interaction. It moreover provides 
participants with the information they need to evaluate the 
validity of claims made in the course of this interaction. And it 
gives them the opportunity to participate anonymously, with 
limited fear of social or political threat. In fundamentalist 
societies in particular, as in the example of Iran, cyberspace 
provides its users with more reliable and significant means of 
participation in the formation of public opinion. 

(Nazanin Ghanavizi, chapter 18) 



Public sphere or public screens

In comparison to the rationality, embodied conversations, 
consensus, and civility of the public sphere, the public screen 
highlights dissemination, images, hypermediacy, spectacular 
publicity, cacophony, distraction, and dissent. We have focused 
on the image event as one practice of the public screen because 
it highlights the public screen as an alternative venue for 
participatory politics and public opinion formation that offers a 
striking contrast to the public sphere. 

(DeLuca and Peeples, 2002: 145)



Old media… new media 



Old media, new media



Media systems and communication networks









Cell phones, camels and the global call for 
democracy



Camels – symbolism and dramaturgy for
democracy



The global call for democracy: journalism getting 
close-up and personal







- End -



Media and the Arab Uprisings of 2011

� State controlled Arab media, blind western media

� Media, consumerism and democracy

� Media conviviality in everyday life

� Facilitating/communicating protest

� Facilitating repressive state responses

� Media contagion

� International recognition and protest legitimation

� Media and the global village of repressive states

� Human rights surveillance and the responsibility to protect

� Media systems & communications maintaining democratic 
momentum



Who’s Reporting the Protests? Converging practices of citizen 
journalists and two BB World Service newsrooms, fro m Iran’s 

election protests to the Arab uprisings.

Maximillian T.Hänska-Ahy and Roxanna Shapour







http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-
middle-east-12339344
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